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Next Meeting : Monday, 18th February, 2019
Venue : The Lindfield Community Centre, corner of Bradfield Rd and Moore Avenue, West Lindfield.
The hall is open from 6.30pm. Please try and get there early to help set up tables, chairs and lighting.
Benching is available shortly after 7pm but please be patient and wait until tables and dividers are in place.
The Culture Class this month starts at 7.20pm and will be a very interesting topic titled “An introduction to orchids
of the monsoon, and how to look after them”. and the class will be taken by Jean and Geoff Fulcher. This is the
first time we have had this subject, and you might be really surprised to know just how many orchids are from
monsoon regions and they are affected by that pattern. You need to learn about this. Don’t be late.
The main meeting commences at 8pm. After the formalities of the general meeting, the judging, and the tea break,
our guest speaker will be our star photographer Jane D’Olier and her husband Peter who will deliver the 3rd and
final episode of their “Orchids of the Highlands of New Guinea”. It is amazing to see these still relatively remote
regions, the orchids that grow there, the people, and a little of the culture. The D’Oliers did a great presentation on the
first two episodes and always prepare a fascinating talk so make sure you are there.
Our supper volunteers for February are Heather Sullivan and Rhonda Omodei . Thank you for helping ladies.

Best of the Evening Hybrid – Vandachostylis Tristar Gold ‘Adisak’s Gold’ - grown by G. & L. Bromley
Another front pager for Garrie and for this one (Adisak’s Gold), it’s 3rd Best
of the Evening. A lovely orchid and a stunningly rich colour. Garrie tells me
that when Adisak received its AM award it had 12 flowers, and this time it
has 15. I think he is talking about fully open flowers though, as there are
many more buds in the process here.
For old timers like me, this used to be called a Vascostylis (a cross between a
Vanda, an Ascocentrum, and a Rhynchostylis). But now that poor old
Ascocentrum has been folded into Vanda, we have the abomination of
“Vandachostylis”. (who came up with that)
As this is Adisak’s 3rd write up, I hope you will give me a pass for lifting
data from previous write up’s.
Tristar Gold is a complex hybrid whose breeding can be traced back at least
10 generations. It is a 49% mix of two large flowered, round shaped Vanda
species (coerulea, and sanderiana, but mostly sanderiana) that are behind
most exhibition Vanda hybrids. But, it also contains a few of the medium
size Vanda species like tricolor, dennisoniana, luzonica, and dearii, that
introduce other colours and characteristics.
The Rhynchostylis in the breeding is R. coelestis, a very beautiful but small flowered
(2.5cm) species, usually in blue and white, which makes up 12.5% of the genes. There are
also two of the old ‘miniature flowered’ (12mm) Ascocentrum species with flowers in the
yellow and orange range that make up another 22%. What a hodge-podge of genes but what
a beautiful result. Last time Garrie told us that different clones of Tristar Gold can vary
substantially. Some are much taller than others (Adisak is a tall one), and the colours of
various clones range from pale lemon to deep orange. An interesting cross.
Top growing Garrie. There are few in your league.
close up
The opinions and recommendations published in this bulletin are those of the authors of the various items. The Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid Society Inc
disclaims responsibility for any losses or damages that may be attributed to the use or misuse of any material or any opinion published in this bulletin.
The bulletin and its content are protected by copyright and no part of them may be reproduced or re-used without the permission of the author.
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Society News (if anyone has a news item, please phone Jim on 9476 3383, or email at jimbrydie@bigpond.com )
1. Mea Culpa – As those at the January meeting already know after my admissions there, I made a terrible boo-boo in
last months bulletin. I referred to the Eastwood society representative as ‘Penny”, but of course her name is Pearl
Tong. I know Pearl quite well and have no idea what kind of brain explosion made me write Penny. Anyway, as soon
as the error was brought to my attention I contacted Pearl and apologised. I hope no one was too offended.
2. Membership Fees – Come, come now. If you haven’t paid yet there is a time limit. We need your fees to rent the
hall, provide the bulletin, foster and teach orchid growing, and provide facilities. The fees are $15 single, $18 family.
You can pay online by bank transfer to Westpac Bank, St Ives branch, BSB No 032 188, account name, Ku-ring-gai
Orchid Society and account number 103568. If you use this method, please make sure that you include the words
“Membership fees” as the payment description – and include your name as the remitter.
You can also pay in person to Jessie Koh at the front table at the next meeting, or you may mail a cheque. Please note
though, if you pay in person or by mail, we want you to include a completed ‘payment advice form’ to submit with the
payment. It gives us a paper record & helps keep track of who has paid. Forms will also be available at the meeting.
3. New Members – At our last meeting our President welcomed new member Stuart Ruthven and presented him with
his Name Badge and the Society’s Information Folder, while a visitor on the night, Di Flinders, also signed up to join.
Welcome aboard Di and Stuart. Would all members please make our ‘newbies’ feel at home and to settle in. Introduce
yourself and offer help if they want to understand anything about the club or how meetings work.
4. Bob’s last meeting as Secretary and a big welcome to Jenny – ‘I see it but I don’t believe it’. Not concerning
Jenny of course. I have been hoping for some time that she would join our committee and help us grow. But Bob???
How can Bob not be on our committee, how will we survive??? Oh well, if he really needs a rest I suppose. Perhaps
we can press him back into service again some time soon. Rest well Bob. You did a great job in a number of vital roles
on our committee. Thank you on behalf of all of us.
5. Added Information to our Bulletin Header – A point of discussion that has occupied the KOS committee is to
improve the accessibility of members to information, and clarify committee roles. These roles are now provided
against the names of committee members in the bulletin. For example, a new role will be provided by Pauline Onslow
who has offered to fulfil the role of “Member’s Support Co-Ordinator” for our society. This means Pauline will
undertake to identify those members who are absent due to illness and determine what support our society can suitably
offer. So, if any members are aware of a member who is ill or, indisposed, please inform Pauline so that she may take
the necessary action to assist.
You will also see that Lee Payne has offered to undertake a sponsorship role to support our raffles and awards. In
addition, if there are any enquires about your benching progress you can refer directly with Graeme Mohr. If you see
or hear of a good speaker or culture class at another society please let Trevor Onslow or Jenny Richardson know.
Chris Wilson will continue as our library mentor and source of reference material, while Jessie Koh, as well as being
our membership secretary, will also look after social event planning.

Advance Diary Dates 2019
6 & 7 April (Sat/Sun) Collectors Plant Fair – held at Hawkesbury Race Club, Clarendon Rd (see internet)
Sun 14 April - Manly Warringah OS, public orchid auction - Community Centre Fisher Rd North, Cromer
Fri 17 to Sun 19 May – Orchids Out West Orchid Fair – displays and sales, Hawkesbury Race Club, Clarendon Rd

A Woman’s Best Friend
A real man is a woman’s best friend. He will never let her down. He will comfort her after a bad day. He will inspire
her to do things she never thought she could do. He will enable her to express her deepest emotions. He will enable her
to be confident, sexy, seductive and invincible … No, wait. Sorry. I’m thinking of wine. It’s wine that does all that.

Best of Evening Novice – Den. Love Pink Stripe grown by Lisa Harris
Boy, aren’t we seeing some beautiful orchids benched in the Novice section
in recent times. Congratulations to all of you, you will soon be champions.
Unfortunately, in this case, the name we have for this delightful little gem is
not in the RHS orchid register, but orchids by this name do appear to be
available for sale through a small group of nurseries. Flasks are even
available as mericlones. This usually means it is an invented sales name.
Perhaps just to give an orchid a more attractive name that will get more
sales, or perhaps because the real name is subject to plant name rights and
they are selling illegal copies. There is absolutely no way to know, but
anyway, if you are growing it because you like it, does it matter?
Whatever its breeding background, what a delightful thing it is. This is the
type of Dendrobium we broadly call ‘hardcanes’ to contrast their type to the
‘softcanes’. Hmm, I guess that sounds rather obvious, but really, when you see the two types together you can easily
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see the point. Just the same however, ‘hardcanes’ is just too general a term as it includes many different sorts of
Dendrobiums. Lisa’s orchid is more correctly described as a Phalaenanthe type Dendrobium. The word Phalaenanthe
(as also in Phalaenopsis) comes from the Ancient Greek word phalaina meaning a kind of moth. No doubt referring to
the lovely broad petals of this kind of Dendrobium, reminiscent of butterfly or moth wings.
Phalaenanthe is one of the approximately 40 ‘Sections’ (sort of sub genera) within Dendrobium that taxonomists
devised to group species that are more closely related to one another than they are to the Dendrobiums in other
‘Sections’. There are presently only 6 species in Section Phalaenanthe and those include Australia’s Den bigibbum
complex. I say ‘complex’ cautiously because I am not sure on the current thinking on bigibbum. At one point it was
split into 4 separate species. Now, I am not sure. But at least one type is regarded as a separate species, and that is Den
lithocola, and that is key to our discussion on Lisa’s orchid. (You knew I would get to the point eventually didn’t you.)
Den lithocola is a very compact, almost stubby form of bigibbum that occurs on the coastal mountainsides between
about Cairns and Cooktown. Its other very distinctive feature is that it occurs in nature almost exclusively on rock
surfaces rather than in trees. (the name lithocola means rock dweller). The area it comes from also gets a little more
winter rain than other ‘varieties’ or types of biggibum, but winter is still a much dryer period.
Den. lithocola has been used to create a whole new generation of almost miniature ‘bigibbum’ hybrids. And that’s
what I think Lisa’s orchid is. I was really taken by these when I flowered one back in June last year (2018) so I wrote
it up in that month’s bulletin. It was a real little cutie only 15cm tall with short spikes but good flowers. Its name was
Little Princess ‘Blush’. The article could be still on our website if you are interested.
You still need to grow them like bigibbum in that they are tropical orchids that need warmth, and also a winter rest,
but at the same time I am sure that miniature ‘hardcanes’ are a going to be more and more popular in future.
Congratulations again Lisa. A lovely orchid and well grown.

Farewell Keith Irvine

by Jim Brydie

On Monday 28 January, James Keith Irvine, a revered member of our Society, and Patron
of our club, passed away at age 96. His funeral service was held at the Seventh Day
Adventist Avondale Cemetery at Cooranbong near Morrisset.
Keith grew up as part of large family on a small dairy farm not far from Casino but
completed his education at the Adventist College at Cooranbong. During World War 2 he
served as a non combatant medic with the Australian army in PNG. Around this time he
married Vera and they were married for 67 years. Vera passed away in 2014. They raised a
son John, and 3 daughters - Pamela; Carolyn; and Lesley. All were at the funeral and spoke
glowingly about their life with mum and dad. There are now many grandchildren and great
grandchildren.
The family lived in Mt Colah where Keith developed his growing interest in orchids but at
the same time maintained his lifetime passions for cricket and fishing. Keith and Vera were both Seventh Day
Adventists and were strongly involved with their church. Keith was an accountant but was also involved in the
redevelopment of the Adventist Hospital at Wahroonga.
Keith joined Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid Society in 1965, was elected to the Committee in 1967, and was made President in
1969. He served continuously on the Committee for 30 years and in 1997 was awarded Life Membership. He was
elected Patron of the Society in 2007. He was an avid orchid hybridiser and was always pollinating flowers.
When I first joined Ku-Ring-Gai in 1978, I knew nothing about orchids and always remember the many ‘society home
visits’ to Keith and Vera’s home. It was amazing to see the many different orchids Keith grew, and his different
approaches to growing each of them. During those visits, in the growing houses or over afternoon tea, Keith would
explain how and why he did things. His great experience and knowledge were freely provided at all times.
But Keith was also a wonderful leader for our society who served as President for 8 years in several sets over the
years, and helped many others develop into later leadership roles.
Goodbye Keith Irvine. You were a wonderful example to all who met you.

Introduction to the following : Article on the culture of Dendrobium canaliculatum, by the ‘teatreeman’
The wonderful article beginning on the next page was a revelation to me. For years I have tried rather unsuccessfully
to grow Den. canaliculatum. I could keep them going, but proper success eluded me. Until now I hope.
When another grower brought the teatreeman’s website to my attention, and I read it, I could see principles and truths
that I had previously observed but not understood. This was a treasure and I was excited to try the teatreeman’s
principles. I had two small pieces of canaliculatum still alive, but doing rather poorly, so I cleaned them up and
repotted following his instructions. At present they are both looking better than all of my previous attempts.
But perhaps the test is still to come. These are tropical orchids. In Sydney, they must be grown warm through the
winter and I hope my glasshouse is appropriate. I recommend the following article to you. (Jim Brydie)
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The Tea Tree Orchid (Dendrobium canaliculatum) in Cultivation (www.teatreeorchid.com)
**This article is reproduced with the permission of its author and may not be republished without specific permission.

Dendrobium canaliculatum has a widespread reputation as being a difficult orchid
to grow. Otherwise excellent orchid growers are often unable to keep this species
alive for more than a couple of years. Others have them survive, but the plants
never really thrive. These problems under cultivation are equally true here in the
tropics, even though they grow wild in their countless thousands just a few
kilometres from our bush houses.
To be honest I dread writing this page about orchid cultivation. One thing I have
learnt is that many different growers have different approaches, sometimes wildly
different, that can all work well. We probably all know someone who does
everything wrong – they plant their florist's Phal-Den hybrid in the ground next to
the Hydrangeas – and yet the damn orchid thrives! Actually, that person may be me
and what works for me may be orchid poison to others. All I can provide is a guide
to what (and by my reasoning why) I do to achieve moderate success with Tea Tree
Orchids. I believe this of value, but please ensure you interpret for your own
situation.
In its wild habitat the Tea Tree Orchid is a tough little plant and many are small
things or clumps of mostly leafless back bulbs with one or two leading shoots.
However this is not how they need to be. Plants growing wild in higher rainfall
areas and under good cultivation do grow into thick clumps with dozens of fully
leafed bulbs. I have seen wild plants growing on Swamp Box in the Macalister
Ranges (north of Cairns) - a relatively high rainfall climate. Some clumps would be
50cm in diameter, with the majority of bulbs fully leafed. At first glance, I thought
I was seeing clumps of Cymbidium canaliculatum! Now a plant will throw one to
three spikes per leafed bulb – so you can imagine the display these clumps must put
out in spring!
Growth can be equally good under cultivation. Dendrobium canaliculatum is
actually not all that different to other orchids to cultivate, so long as one considers
several core requirements. As a believer that everyone’s growing situation and
successful growing style is different – the key is to adapt Dendrobium
canalculatum’s core requirements to your own conditions, style and preferences.
There are three key requirements to success with Dendrobium canaliculatum: Wet, Cold, Healthy Plant. Pick any two. As a rule, you can not ever have all three
for Tea Tree Orchids.
No Compost: Never allow decomposing organic matter around the roots of
Dendrobium canaliculatum. It will quickly spread through the plant and kill it. A
good way to minimise this risk is to use primarily or entirely inorganic potting
mixtures (e.g. gravel) and regularly flush with lots of water. Repot plants regularly
and be ruthless in removing old roots and backbulbs.
Fresh Air: Ensure that any media or mount is airy and does not compact or clog
up. There must always be good air exchange to the entire root zone. Tea Tree
Orchids love lots of water (even constantly moist roots) so long as there is warmth
and plenty of oxygen about the roots.
Evidence from recent years where trees have grown up and around my bushhouse
suggests I have previously underestimated a fourth critical requirement – “Light”.
Low light levels, even in the middle of winter when the plants appear to be resting,
will send the plants backwards quite rapidly. When light levels are adequate (as
they were previously for me right through winter), it is easy to forget this. Light
levels that will see other orchids (such as Dendrobium speciosum) perhaps sulk a
little, produce deep green leaves and not flower so well will see tea tree orchids dropping leaves and rapidly losing
strength. My guess (from measuring different points in my bushhouse with a lux metre at different times of year) is
that Dendrobium canaliculation is best at around 40,000 to 60,000 lux and levels below this for anything more than a
week or two will see the plants deteriorate. They can also easily tolerate much higher light levels.
Figure out the above, and Tea Tree Orchids will grow in most orchid collections. There are however a few more
details and tips to keep in mind to keep them to their absolute best. Below is a discussion of key factors media, water,
temperature, humidity, light, food, pests and diseases as they relate to cultivation of this species.
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Media: Tea Tree Orchids have an absolute requirement for lots of air and oxygen exchange to their roots and an
absence of decomposing or anaerobic (sour) media. Many growers mistake these needs for a requirement to regularly
dry out completely or be cultivated relatively dry. Whilst minimal water can help to manage some problems,
overwatering by itself is rarely the root cause of the issues with this species cultivation.
Grow too dry and the plants will never perform to their full potential. To the contrary when one gets the media and
growing conditions right it is almost impossible to overwater. My plants never completely dry out and I have even
grown Dendrobium canaliculatum successfully semi-hydroponically*. (*see note at end of the Media topic)
Growers can avoid many problems with
Dendrobium canaliculatum by avoiding, or being
very selective, about using organic media and
mounts. I recommend primarily or entirely
inorganic media. Various types of gravel, LECA
(Lightweight Expended Clay Aggregate) and perlite
are all excellent. For mounting, plastic mesh tubes
filled with the aforementioned media, upturned
unglazed ceramic pots or plain (no bark), weathered
hardwood or cork is best.
Success in bark or other organic media is possible,
however it is always a risker technique that requires
more attention. The key (in organics) is to repot to
fresh media very regularly and to grow the plants
relatively dry so as to slow the process of
decomposition of the media. Good quality, slow decomposing bark is essential. The
moment the media starts to break down, your Tea Tree Orchid is in trouble. The
same applies for growing mounted on branches of paperbark or tea-tree. It generally
works great at first, but once the bark gets to a certain stage of decomposition, your
orchid may die quite quickly. A live tree renewing its bark is different to a dead piece in the greenhouse.
With all potted Tea Tree Orchids, it serves well to be rather ruthless with the roots when repotting. A mass of
decomposing old roots will kill the plant as easily as a musty bark compost. Many roots on old bulbs will be spent
after a season or two. Cut them off and blast the rest with a high pressure hose to remove any remaining organic
matter. If repotting an orchid from an organic media, remove what you can at first, than in a couple of months pull the
plant out of its new pot and remove any remaining old roots. Some growers of Cooktown Orchids (Dendrobium
bigibbum) and Cymbidium canaliculatum work on a similar basis, even removing all roots from plants prior to each
growing season.
Leafless backbulbs (some woody & shrivelled),
Do not be afraid to overpot if
using airy, inorganic media.

A two-bulb division 12 months
growth later. Grown in pure
perlite with lots of water
(note the algae).

I do not like to keep many back-bulbs on my plants either – one or two
behind the last leafed bulb is enough. As an aside, back-bulbs strike
very easily if placed on damp pure perlite.

about 5 months after being placed in a pot of
damp perlite. Every one sprouted – some are
now already onto their second new growth.

In ideal conditions (never too cold), I believe a relatively moisture
retentive, airy, inorganic media will give the best results with the least
problems. I am currently using pure, coarse perlite (about 5mm-8mm)
in pots with excellent results (in the dry tropics). Coarser media works
well too, however I find small cockroaches and slaters are able to live
in media that is too coarse (and subsequently chew the new roots). It is
worth understanding that the volume of air spaces within a mix is
maximised in media with well-graded (evenly sized) particles and is not
related to the size of the particles themselves.
I have also grown Dendrobium canaliculatum in pure LECA (semihydroponically and normally), and in gravel with success. If growing in
marginal conditions (e.g. Sydney with limited or no heating) I would
probably try growing on bare upturned unglazed ceramic pots or sawn,
aged hardwood slaps – particularly if the plants were not under a solid
cover (to keep winter rain off). The plants will never grow quite as well
as in pots, but there is more margin for error to deal with cool and damp
conditions. In between, I would look at potting (or mounting on mesh
tubes) of LECA and/or gravel – possibly with the addition of some hard wearing bark or charcoal. Avoid the lava
gravel. Smoother gravel (e.g. road metal) has less potential to trap organic matter. It is also possible to add a thin layer
of perlite to the top of a plant in gravel or LECA to slightly improve moisture retention – I prefer the layers to mixing
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the two media, as it maximises the air spaces in the pot.
Whenever you bring in a new plant to your collection be aware that a
Dendrobium canaliculatum var. tattonianum
growing in pure LECA. Bulbs have elongated couple of growing seasons will be required for the orchid to fully adapt
to your growing media and conditions. Orchid roots develop differently
with good growing conditions even though
according to the media and cultural conditions they form under. If you
grown under high light levels.
grow in gravel, only the new roots formed in this media will be best
adapted to thrive in the gravel. Place a mounted plant into pure perlite,
and all of the existing roots will be next to useless and soon die off. Only
newly grown roots will be adapted to thrive in the new media and
environment within it. For this reason, I often find seedlings, small
divisions of 2-3 bulbs or even single back-bulbs adapt quicker to my
bush house than larger plants.
If growing in inorganic media as recommended, do not be afraid to
overpot. My experience has been that with quality media that is unable
to break down, plants benefit from the more stable conditions of a larger
mass of media, and also from spreading their roots more extensively
with more media and air between each individual root. I am well aware
that most growers consider the opposite (i.e. underpotting) as beneficial
or even essential to growing good Dendrobiums.
*As an aside, I would recommend every serious orchid grower visit
Ray Barkalow’s website on semi-hydroponic orchid culture
(http://firstrays.com/ ) and read the information sections – even if you
have no interest in every trying semi-hydroponics. What the evidence
from Ray’s semi-hydroponic technique is brilliant for, is correcting many misconceptions about growing orchids and
watering in particular – which will help all growers grow better orchids.
Water: I read much about Dendrobium canaliculatum noting that in the wild it grows with heavy rainfalls in the
summer (wet season) and next to no rainfall for the rest of the year (dry season). This is true for most areas in which it
grows but is also misleading as a guide to cultivation. Firstly, for much of the dry season, wild plants get good dewfall
in the early hours of the morning – on the branches they grow on, this little bit of dew means their roots are well
saturated for a couple of hours nearly every morning of the year. Secondly, how a plant grows in the wild is never a
perfect guide to how to grow them successfully in cultivation.
Tea Tree Orchids grown in airy, inorganic media and warm conditions tolerate, and indeed thrive, with lots of water.
In the wild in the wet season, they often go weeks with near constant rain – it is warm and the roots have plenty of
oxygen. In winter, it almost never rains, and can get surprisingly cold (sub 10oC minimums for weeks on end). The
plants get a good dewfall in the early hours of many mornings (saturating their roots) however they completely dry
soon after sun-up. Spring (flowering season) is the driest in both rainfall and dewfall, however plants still receive
intermittent dew-falls and are better watered than a casual observer may surmise.
Humid mist just after sunrise in late Sept., just north of No mist this morning on Cape York in the peak of the dry season. Roads are
Coen (Cape York Peninsula). The mist and dew lifts
dusty. Grass is brown & crackles underfoot. Much country has already been
within an hour of sunrise. The days are hot and dry. burnt. However most mornings dew falls in the thin forest where Den.
canaliculatum grows. The right shows a Melaleuca viridiflora leaf just after
sunrise. Left shows a Tea Tree Orchid on the same tree. This orchid has for its
purposes been fully watered this morning, as it is nearly ever morning. Most
never notice as within an hour of first light the moisture has evaporated and
the days are hot, dry and sunny. The dead bulbs are primarily due to previous
fires (it is only 1.5 metres from the ground)

In my bush house, I water at least three times a week, 52 weeks a year. I have plants of Dendrobium canaliculatum
that have grown that way for over ten years. They have never completely dried out and perform well.
Good watering flushes decomposing matter and metabolites out of the pots and brings fresh, oxygenated water to the
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roots. To grow these orchids well, focus on getting the media and growing conditions right, then water them plenty!
But of course the above is
subject to a reality check, and
that is: the fact that no-one can
maintain perfect growing
conditions all the time. If your
conditions get too cold (e.g.
days that don’t raise above
20°C and/or leaves that don’t
dry out completely by midmorning), it is a sound strategy
to cut right back on the
watering. It is not ideal for the
plant’s culture, but they will do
better than being wet when
cold. Cold and wet orchids risk
rot setting in from even
previously healthy roots, and
leaves dropping from fungal
problems. In these climates I
suggest mounting, as it is much
quicker to dry out a mounted plant (and hence give them some water in winter) than one in a pot.
This little back-bulb propagation has been
Small plants in a seedling flat in pure perlite.
grown wetter than ideal (that is algae and Again, note the algae due to constant moisture.
moss) but it demonstrates how moisture is
tolerated with good media (pure perlite in
this case). Note the healthy green roots.

And also be aware that an orchid that has always grown on a dry mount will not simply take off once it is moved to a
nice moist pot. Indeed, it may be killed if the change is at the wrong time. Best to move small divisions of a few leafed
bulbs ideally just as they are starting to make new growths. That way, new roots will be formed that are adapted to the
new conditions. The plant may make poorer growths at first until it has fully adapted and established to the new
Some readers may be more familiar with Tolumnia growth media. Alternatively, a plant can sometimes be placed on a
mount in a pot, and encouraged to grow down into the media with
(Equitant Oncidiums) which are also regarded by
many as difficult to grow and needing to dry out new growths over time (see image below).
between waterings. I grow mine identically to my
Den. canaliculatum but at the higher level of shade
(70% shadecloth). Note again the moss and algae

Tea Tree Orchid encouraged to take up a potted lifestyle
by first growing on a mount in a pot.

Temperature: Dendrobium canaliculatum is a tropical plant. Its southern limit of distribution is right on the Tropic of
Capricorn. In cultivation this is a plant that loves lots of heat.
Yet, they can also tolerate more cold than most growers give credit for if the general cultural rules for this species are
followed. They naturally grow much further south (some 800km further) than Dendrobium bigibbum, which along
with its countless mostly bigibbum hybrids (Phal-dens) are the most popular cultivated Dendrobiums around the
world. I know of wild colonies of plants growing in highland areas that experience occasional scattered frosts in the
winter (though not on the plants themselves). Night-time minimums of 6-8oC are not uncommon in winter through
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much of its wild range. However even at their limits, wild Dendrobium canaliculatum almost never sees a day that
doesn’t get above 20oC. Similarly, it is rare that a wild plant would not dry out completely by mid-morning through
the cooler half of the year. They can take some cold, but not for too long, and only for very short periods if they are
wet. Summer minimums, when these orchids grow the strongest, are typically 24-28oC and humid.
Tea Tree Orchids can be cultivated anywhere Phal-Dens grow successfully. They can certainly be cultivated without
any heating or protection as far south as Brisbane. I have seen them grow well tied to live trees in Brisbane and near
Gympie. They can be cultivated as far south as parts of Sydney without heating, although a solid roof to protect them
from winter rain is almost essential this far south. Any heating or additional protection through the winter will reduce
risks and produce better plants. By Melbourne, some sort of greenhouse (solar or heated) is going to be essential for at
least a few months of the year in order to keep them alive.
Dendrobium canaliculatum cultivated on Jacaranda trees near Gympie (S.E.
Queensland). This area has relatively warm and humid summers, but winters are
quite cool, often wet or misty in the mornings, and ground frosts occur
throughout the winter. The Tea Tree Orchids do not grow as strongly as in the
tropics, but do survive and flower (these have been on the trees for many years).

At the other extreme, being tropical
plants, one would expect the Tea Tree
Orchid to be highly tolerant of hot
conditions. This is true, with a couple of
caveats. Firstly, if it is hot in the tropics,
it is always humid and often there is
good air movement in the thin forests
that this species grows in. Dendrobium
canaliculatum will desiccate under very
hot and dry conditions much like any
other orchid. I even find here in the
tropics where it grows naturally, it is
hardier in the shoulder seasons
(September to November and March to
May) than the peak of summer.
Secondly, very hot days (e.g. 40°C +)
are actually rarer in the coastal tropics
than further south due to humidity buildup capping temperatures. So give your
Tea Tree Orchids plenty of heat within
limits, and like any orchid combine this
with lots of water and air movement.

Humidity: Tea Tree Orchids appreciate good humidity however they also tolerate fairly low humidity very well. The
normal orchid growing rules apply.
Warm to hot temperatures with very high humidity are not appreciated when air flow is poor. For those with closed-in
greenhouses, a fan running over the plants for a least the afternoon is a good investment. Very high humidity and little
air movement makes it difficult for plants to transpire - that is evaporate moisture through their leaves in order to draw
water through their roots. In warm, very humid conditions the plants will try to grow vigorously, however with
inadequate transpiration are sometimes unable to draw enough water and dissolved nutrients through their roots to
support the growth. This leads to nutrient deficient, spindly new growths that are prone to fungal collapse and insect
attack. Low transpiration also means the leaves do not cool through evaporation, and even Dendrobium canaliculatum
leaves can get too hot and burn or swelter.
Low humidity is tolerated well where the plants are otherwise well watered and healthy. This is a species that is
adapted to daytime periods of low humidity particularly in spring, albeit with reasonably regularly dew-fall for a
couple of hours of the early morning.
Light: Given the chance to acclimatise, Tea Tree Orchids grow and flower well in a broad range of lighting
conditions, from about 70% to 0% shade. I do see wild Tea Tree Orchids continuing for years on the top branches of
long dead Melaleuca viridiflora without a hint of shade at any time of the day. They can be adapted to, and grown in
full sun under cultivation as well (but never put a shaded orchid straight out into full sun). However they do better with
some shade. I prefer 30%-50% shade here in the tropics and believe they are a little stronger under the higher light and
flowering is maximised. They still grow and flower surprisingly well under 70% shadecloth. Shadier than about 70%
and growths will be spindly and weak, and flowers are unlikely.
Recently, I have had two new ‘experiments’ to add to understanding what is suitable light levels for Dendrobium
canaliculatum. Firstly, trees have grown up and around my bushhouse over the past three years or so, and each year
they have made the conditions shadier in the peak of winter (summer is still reasonable as the sun is more overhead).
With this I have seen the tea tree orchids in the heavily shaded areas get weaker, whilst those in the few remaining
areas that get reasonable light have performed as per usual.
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Secondly, I invested in a lux metre to measure light
levels at different points in the bushhouse at different
times of the year. Based on this, my guess is that
Dendrobium canaliculation is best at around 40,000
to 60,000 lux and levels much below this for
anything more than a week or two will see the plants
deteriorate. I am aware that lux is not the best
measure of light levels for plants (PAR or
Photosynthetically Active Radiation would be better)
but a lux level is still better than ‘high light’ or even
‘70% shade’ as a guide.
(Note from JB : Wikipedia gives (a) ‘Brightest
Daylight as about 120,000 lux, (b) ‘Shade’, or ‘light
in the shadow cast by some object’, as 20,000 lux,
(c) a ‘typical Overcast day’ as 1000 to 2000 lux.)

Lots of light stimulates strong plants and lots of flowers.

As mentioned above I do see wild Tea Tree Orchids
locally continuing for years on the top branches of long dead Melaleuca viridiflora without a hint of shade at any time
of the day, and years ago I had one hanging from the washing line in full sun for several years without apparent harm.
Peak summer time light levels in this part of the world are about 140,000 lux – so this gives some idea of the high light
levels that can be tolerated (though I believe the plants are easier to cultivate with some shade).
Food: I don’t believe that Dendrobium canaliculatum is different to other orchids in regard to its fertiliser
requirements. Any general nutrition program that works well on your other orchids is likely to be fine. Perhaps the
only key message is that plants grown in inorganic media (as I recommend) are completely dependent on the fertiliser
for all their major nutrients and trace elements. It is important to use a complete, well-balanced formulation. I favour
low-nitrogen, high potassium fertiliser year-round.
My plants receive a weak complete inorganic fertiliser (¼ - ⅓ recommended strength Peter's Excel CalMag 12-6-20)
through automated watering three mornings per week and maybe twice a year a pellet or two of chicken manure based
organic fertiliser in the pot. They probably benefit from all the other tricks (seaweed, silicon, etc.) but it is certainly not
essential to growing quality plants. I also like to flush pots heavily by hose every couple of weeks or so.
One thing to avoid is large quantities of organic fertilisers that may decompose in the root zone and create issues. This
is particularly the case in the cooler months.
Pests and Diseases: Healthy Tea Tree Orchids are relatively hardy. Even some reasonably common problems with my
other orchids (scale, mites,
Typical damage by rats/mice. Unfortunately
The bulbs of this wild orchid have been chewed by
thrips) rarely trouble them.
Den. canaliculatum is particularly favoured by
something. It is not just in the bush house! Prior to
rodents, and in my bush house at least, they European settlement, locals apparently roasted & ate They are particularly
focus on this species almost exclusively.
the pseudobulbs. They must be quite tasty.
attractive to chewing pests
however, with new
growths and roots
vulnerable to attack by
grasshoppers, dendrobium
beetles, cockroaches,
caterpillars and even
slaters. My bush house is
open on one side so these
critters find their way in
and sometimes cause great
damage. Sometimes it
appears they all take a
liking to a particular plant.
It is heartbreaking to see a succession of new growths on the one plant (usually a preferred clone!) mown to nothing.
My future bush house will be fully enclosed to reduce these pests.
Be particularly aware of rats and mice. Rodents will chew on many orchids but in my mixed collection they chow
down on Den. canaliculatum (and to a lessor extent its hybrids) ahead of everything else. Indeed in my collection they
never attack Dendrobium speciosum or its hybrids, nor Den. bigibbum and its hybrids, but will strip row after row of
Dendrobium canaliculatum. They especially like new growths and seedlings - I recently lost over 80% of a newly
deflasked line-bred Dendrobium canaliculatum in two nights to rodents - heart breaking stuff.
Fungal problems and extensive leaf drop are an issue in cool, damp and/or still conditions. Solid covers are a good
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investment if growing these orchids in areas with cool and wet wintery conditions. However it is usual to still
experience some leaf drop as conditions cool - particularly on leaves that have been damaged through insect attack or
other means. Fungus is able to enter the leaf through these weak spots once the plant's defense mechanisms are
weakened in cool weather.
Individual flower buds aborting after
being damaged by thrips

Dropped canaliculatum leaf in winter.
Top quality canaliculatum are easier to
The leaf had suffered some insect damage grow than most appreciate, privided a
(Dark spots) when it was formed. No issue few key requirements are met.
during the warmer months, but after cool
& damp in winter fungus finally invaded
the leaf.

Check out the website at (www.teatreeorchid.com) for further information on habitats, varieties, related species, etc.

Best of the Evening Species – Angraceum magdalanae ‘Jorunn’ - grown by Seb Torrisi
Now this guy can grow a specimen plant. Why haven’t we had him as a
plant doctor? Are you up for it next time Seb? He brought two huge
plants to the last meeting. There was this monster clump of Angraceum
magdalanae, and you should also have seen the Stanhopea inodora he
brought in. Wow. Talk about take your breath away – the inodora must
have had 50 or more flowers.
But getting back to the Angraecum. A. magdalenae, is a really desirable
orchid. It has a short (10cm) inflorescence that can have up to 5 large,
white, fragrant flowers, but usually just 2 or 3. Flowers are about 10cm
high x 8 - 9cm wide. Not perhaps the roundest shape but well filled in,
heavy texture, and long lasting. Flowers lasts from 4 to 6 weeks if the
plant is in good condition.
In their wonderful book “An Introduction to the Cultivated Angraecoid Orchids of Madagascar” (which is a treatise on
the whole group), authors Fred Hillerman and Arthur Holst tell us that A. magdalenae is (or was) relatively common
through most of the primary mountain range along the east coast of Madagascar between 800-2000m elevation. Those
altitudes would imply that it would grow in a shadehouse in most of Sydney, and experience has proven that it does.
In nature, it grows in colonies on huge flat boulders in the mountains in pockets filled
with several inches of rich humus and leaf litter. Its natural habitat would be partly
shaded by small trees, but exposed to very bright light. The night chill at that
elevation is tempered by the residual warmth of the boulders. Plants experience a
distinct dry season during the Madagascan winter (May-Sept), when they would
receive almost full sun, early morning dew & mist, and occasionally even light frost.
In Sydney it is a tough, cold growing orchid. It flowers best in good light but is ok in
a huge range of conditions. Plants have a very useful habit of generating multiple
stem growths from around the base so that a mature plant might comprise a dozen or
- a big plant in the wild more variously sized growths. Sometimes the side stems tend to flower after the main stem. In most cases the clump
only gets to 30 to 35cm in high before the grower has to repot or remount and perhaps divide it to some extent. But
then, some people prefer to let it get BIG.
Congratulations and thank you for bring it in again Seb. You have a magnificent ‘lump’ there and it is a pleasure to see
such a well grown and thriving orchid. (PS: by the way to everyone, Jorunn is Seb’s lovely wife’s name.)
Philosophical Question 1 – What if you try to fail, and you succeed. which have you done?
Q2 – If you quickly spin someone in a circle three times, and they were from the orient, do they become disoriented?
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